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GMT scrubs jd and elliot
pdf - This is a video
showcasing JD and Elliot's
special moments in Scrubs.
I do not declare rights to
this show. It is publicly
available, which in-turn
provides fair rights for
re-posting. Wed, 15 Aug
2018
07:45:00
GMT
Scrubs: JD and Elliot's
Love (Includes The Season
8 Finale) - This is one of
my favorite clips of the
entire series. It's definitely
my favorite Jelliot moment.
As my Subscribers know, I
am a huge fan of J.D. and
Elliot. Thu, 08 Nov 2018
00:35:00 GMT [Scrubs] Elliot WAS Jealous [HD] J.D. has always been kind
of an ass to Elliot even
when they were just friends.
I've always thought Elliot
and Sean were so perfect
for each other and I still
can't believe she left him
for J.D. and they get
married at the end of the
series. Sat, 22 Sep 2018
06:39:00 GMT J.D. and
Elliot : Scrubs - reddit.com
- John Michael "J.D."
Dorian, M.D. is a fictional
character and the main
protagonist of the American
comedy-drama television
series Scrubs.Played by
Zach Braff, he acts as
narrator and main character
of the series from the first
season to the eighth,
providing voice-overs that
reveal his internal thoughts
and an overall narration in
the show, often linking the
story arcs in each episode ...
Sun, 30 Sep 2018 09:50:00
GMT J.D. (Scrubs) -

Wikipedia - I've rewatched
scrubs start to finish maybe
7 or 8 times and I never
hated Elliot, but after
watching the series so many
times, I think I got a
different perspective for
you guys. Elliot is a female
reflection of JD, and a
perfect match for him in the
end. Fri, 09 Nov 2018
12:30:00 GMT I fucking
HATE Elliott : Scrubs reddit - Season 5 begins
with J.D. living in a hotel.
He has become an attending
now on the same level as
Dr. Cox. In the season
premiere, Elliot has taken a
new fellowship in another
hospital, only to be fired in
the next episode. Mon, 05
Nov 2018 23:40:00 GMT
Scrubs (season 5) Wikipedia - J.D. is the main
protagonist of Scrubs and is
portrayed by Zach Braff.
He is first seen in the pilot
episode "My First Day" and
is seen in 167 of 168
episodes. ... J.D. and Elliot's
daughter was conceived
under a Christmas tree,
which was not at their
home, but still at the lot.
Sat, 10 Nov 2018 03:32:00
GMT J.D. | Scrubs Wiki |
FANDOM powered by
Wikia - Drink every time
Turk has to show J.D. how
to be cool; Drink the
duration of a Turk dance;
Take a drink when Turk
masters up a joke with J.D.
... Take a drink every time
Elliot uses a gibberish word
to refer to genitalia; Carla.
... The Scrubs. Take a drink
every time Dr. Mickhead,
Colonel Doctor, or Doctor
Beardface appear ... Scrubs

Drinking
Game
DrinkiWiki - Dr. Elliot
Reid,
M.D.
is
an
endocrinology
expert
working in a private
practice out of New Sacred
Heart Hospital.She began as
an intern at the original
Sacred Heart, where she
continued her residency.She
left briefly to pursue a
fellowship but ended up
back at Sacred Heart, where
she shortly after entered
private practice. Elliot Reid
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